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Volume holographic gratings (VHGs) can be exploited to narrow the spectral output of high-power laser-
diode arrays (LDAs) by nearly an order of magnitude, permitting more efficient generation of laser-polar-
ized noble gases for various applications. A �3-fold improvement in 129Xe nuclear spin polarization, PXe,
(compared to a conventional LDA) was achieved with the VHG-LDA’s center wavelength tuned to a wing
of the Rb D1 line. Additionally, an anomalous dependence of PXe on the xenon density within the OP cell is
reported—including high PXe values (>10%) at high xenon partial pressures (�1000 torr).

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Alkali-metal spin exchange optical pumping (AMSE OP)3 can gen-
erate high nuclear spin polarization in noble gases [1] for a variety of
NMR/MRI [2,3] and fundamental physics [4] applications. While dif-
ferent types of light sources have been used to prepare spin-polarized
gases via AMSE OP (e.g., Refs. [1–12]), laser-diode arrays (LDAs) have
become increasingly dominant because of their high photon flux,
low costs, and operational simplicity. However, a key drawback of con-
ventional LDAs is the poor quality of the emitted light—particularly
the breadth of their spectral output (�2–3 nm) compared to atomic
lines. The resulting low absorption efficiency can necessitate high inci-
dent powers (up to hundreds of Watts), presenting thermal-manage-
ment problems. Moreover, while this low absorption efficiency can be
mitigated by pressure-broadening the alkali spectral line [7,13], this
ll rights reserved.
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practice brings on its own complications. To combat these problems,
two methods have been developed to constrict the LDA wavelength
range: external cavity narrowing [14–16], and more recently—volume
holographic grating (VHG) narrowing [17].

Here we report our preliminary investigations of the use of
VHG-narrowed LDAs to prepare laser-polarized xenon. Two fiber-
coupled LDAs with integrated VHGs provided dramatically nar-
rowed spectral output with high power efficiencies and low
costs—allowing more efficient absorption under relatively mild
in-cell conditions. Optimal OP (corresponding to a �3-fold
improvement in 129Xe nuclear spin polarization, PXe) was achieved
with the VHG-LDA’s center tuned to the wing of the Rb D1 line
rather than the center [18,19]. Additionally, changes in the trans-
mitted laser intensity were observed upon magnetic field cy-
cling—enabling an in situ estimate of the Rb electronic spin
polarization (PRb) [8]. Finally, we report an anomalous dependence
of PXe on the Xe density within the OP cell ([Xe]cell)—including
unexpectedly high PXe values (>10%) at high Xe partial pressures
(�1000 torr). These results demonstrate the utility of VHG-nar-
rowed sources for both fundamental AMSE OP studies and hyper-
polarized gas applications.

2. VHG-LDAs: background and experimental details

External cavity narrowing [14–16] employs planar dispersive
gratings to provide feedback to the individual LDA elements; how-
ever the optical alignment is critical to maintain feedback to all the
elements to ensure acceptable spectral quality and energy effi-
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ciency (typically �40–66% [15,16]), and whether the gratings can
withstand sufficiently high intensities is questionable [15]. Alter-
natively, VHGs (a.k.a. volume Bragg gratings (VBGs)) can achieve
LDA spectral narrowing with efficiencies exceeding 90% [20]. VHGs
are bulk slabs of photosensitive glass [21] containing Bragg planes
of varying index of refraction; in a VHG-based external-cavity
diode laser array (VHG-ECDL, Fig. 1(a)) [22], the VHG retro-reflects
a narrow band of the laser emission into the LDA elements, forcing
them to lase at the injected wavelength. Barlow et al. recently re-
ported a 120 W VHG-ECDL with output near the Rb D1 (794.76 nm)
and with a FWHM of 0.24 nm [17].

Details concerning the LDA light sources utilized here are pro-
vided immediately below (other experimental aspects are summa-
rized in Section 5). Both VHG-LDAs used in the present work are
engineering prototypes from Spectra-Physics/Newport (‘VL1’ is a
‘‘Comet” VHG-LDA module, and ‘VL2’ is an ‘‘Integra” turn-key laser
system). VL1 was mounted to the same TEC / heat sink used by our
original 40 W ‘standard’ LDA (Coherent FAP-B), is driven with the
same 65 A diode and TEC-drivers (Newport), and fiber-couples to
the same circular-polarizer (CP) optics box (Coherent). VL1 em-
ploys additional slow-axis collimation (SAC) and achromatic lenses
after the VHG (thickness: 1.5 mm[21]) to focus the 19 frequency-
locked laser elements into a single-core 200 lm silica-clad fiber;
VL1’s spectral profile is narrowed by nearly an order of magnitude
compared to that of our previous LDA (Fig 1(b)), while providing
nearly the same power.

VL2 combines two VHG-LDA modules (each similar to VL1) but
with simplified optical arrangements: Instead of using FAC or SAC
lenses, individual optical fibers (400 lm) are brought within
�600 lm of each laser element (giving 19 fibers/module). The
close proximity ensures that each diverging fast-axis beam is
launched into its fiber, but requires each module’s VHG (placed be-
tween the LDA elements and the fibers) to be thin (500 lm)—yield-
ing somewhat reduced spectral narrowing and lineshape quality
(Fig. 1(b)). Obtaining the optimal spectral output from VL2 re-
quired overdriving the current (�104%), giving nearly twice the
power of VL1—albeit with nearly twice the spectral width.

The 1 m optical fibers used with VL1 and the standard LDA
maintain much of their original linear polarization; this ‘memory’
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Fig. 1. (a) Key components of VHG-narrowed LDAs. (b) Normalized output of a
standard fiber-coupled LDA (Coherent FAP-B; black, dashed), VL1 (red, solid), and
VL2 (green, dotted). Conditions: standard LDA: �32 W (at 47 A), DkFWHM � 2 nm,
kmax � 795 nm; VL1: �26 W (at 50 A), DkFWHM = 0.27 nm, kmax = 794.62 nm; VL2:
�55 W (at 96 A), DkFWHM = 0.49 nm, kmax = 794.65 nm. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)
of the LDAs’ polarizations affects the power ratio of the two side-
by-side circularly-polarized beams emitted from the CP box—caus-
ing the ratio of the beam intensities to be sensitive to the strain on
the fiber. For the ‘standard’ LDA, VL1, and VL2, the nominal beam
intensity ratios (straight vs. angled) were �72:28, �80:20, and
�55:45, respectively (because of its design, VL2’s beam ratio is
much closer to unity and less amenable to variation by fiber
straining).

Whereas tuning of conventional LDAs may be achieved by vary-
ing the LDA temperature (�0.3 nm/�C), the nature of the VHG feed-
back makes tuning VHG-narrowed LDAs a non-trivial function of
LDA temperature and VHG temperature (itself primarily deter-
mined by the laser power). A change in the VHG temperature in-
duces a slight change in the element spacing within the VHG,
altering the laser’s spectral profile. For example, increased driving
current for VL1 (Fig. 2(a)) provides greater laser flux in addition to
red-shifting of the centroid towards the Rb D1 center (�0.1 nm/
amp, with operational range of �0.3 nm); the linewidth also in-
creases. As with VL1, the output for VL2 red-shifts with increased
current, but at a reduced rate (�0.006 nm/amp, as a consequence
of its design differences); at 94 A (i.e., 47 A/diode, 100% current,
51.6 W at cell) the centroid is �(�)0.18 nm from the Rb D1 (‘blue’
side) with a diode temperature of 25 �C, and �0.09 nm from D1 at
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Fig. 2. (a) Spectral output of VL1 as a function of laser diode driving current,
showing the lineshape broadening and red-shifting (Dk � 0.3 nm) of the centroid as
the laser power increases. FWHM examples: at 40 A: �0.24 nm; 52 A: �0.27 nm;
62 A: �0.33 nm. Position of Rb D1 at 794.76 nm (air referenced) is included for
comparison. (b). Spectral output of VL2 as a function of laser diode driving current
(37.5 W: black; 44.5 W: red; 51.6 W: green). Overall lineshape improves with
increasing driving current up to its maximum value, and is slightly red-shifted.
Inset: Close-up view of VL2 laser output near the Rb D1 line. The less-efficient
implementation of the VHG into the design of VL2 (due in part to the requirement
of using thinner VHGs) results in reduced lineshape quality at lower driving
currents, particularly regarding the presence of additional features some distance
from the main line—indicative of incomplete VHG locking. Such features were not
minimized until VL2 was driven at 104% current (96 A, 54.5 W at cell; not shown).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this paper.)
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35 �C (the nominal VL2 conditions for OP results presented here).
Generally the VL2 linewidth varies between �0.4 and 0.6 nm
FWHM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dependence of PXe, PRb, on VHG-LDA excitation profile

With VL1, PXe is maximized with a driving current of 52 A
(Fig. 3(a))—corresponding to an incident power, FWHM, and Rb
D1 offset of �27 W, �0.27 nm, and �(�)0.1 nm, respectively. De-
spite this blue-shifted offset the laser is absorbed quasi-homoge-
neously by the cell’s Rb vapor (i.e., with little distortion of the
spectral profile of the transmitted beam besides a small shift;
Fig. 3(b))—indicating that the amount of pressure-broadening (D1

FWHM �0.1 nm [13]) present under these conditions is already
sufficient to achieve efficient absorption of the VHG-narrowed
light. When utilizing conventional broadband LDAs, the Rb D1

absorption line is typically ‘hole-burned’ from the broad and un-
even spectral profile—even at the highest described OP cell pres-
sures and temperatures/Rb vapor densities. The optimal VL1
driving current also provides the highest peak intensity (W vs.
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Fig. 3. (a) Values of PXe (blue circles) and hPRbi for the cell’s central axis (black
squares; estimated via the change in laser transmission during B0 cycling) as
functions of VL1 driver current (and Rb D1 offset), plotted against the laser
transmittance at the cell’s center (red open circles); the lines are to guide the eye.
Approximate D1 offset values are at the top. Conditions: 300 torr Xe, 1700 torr N2,
100 �C, 75 cc cell volume (the gas collision-induced D1 linewidth and shifting
should be �0.1 nm and �(+)0.04 nm, respectively [13]). (b) Near-IR spectra of laser
light from VL1 (mathematically smoothed for clarity) transmitted through the cell
near optimal OP conditions (compared with that obtained with a cold cell; black
dotted line), showing the effect of magnetic field cycling (with B0 off: red solid line;
with B0 on: green dashed line). The integrated differences in the transmitted spectra
generated with such field cycling were used to provide the estimates of hPRbi shown
in (a). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this paper.)
FWHM; Fig 2(a)); however, it does not give the highest integrated
power or the highest intensity at the Rb D1. Indeed, higher currents
yield increased laser flux, as well as red-shifting of the centroid to-
ward the D1 center—but reduced PXe nearer to true Rb D1 reso-
nance (Fig. 3(a)).

The narrowed lineshape of VL1 allowed small changes in the
amount of laser light transmitted through the cell to be recorded
when the external magnetic field (B0) was cycled (Fig. 3(b))—there-
by potentially providing an in situ measure of PRb. This effect—
resulting from Rb D1 ‘bleaching’ due to depletion pumping of the
ground-state magnetic sublevels—has been measured previously
using high-resolution lasers [8], but would be difficult to observe
with conventional broadband sources. More specifically, this first
step of the OP process—whereby the Rb electrons become spin-
polarized—leaves a smaller concentration of Rb atoms in the la-
ser-absorbing mJ state (neglecting Rb nuclear spin sublevels). In
turn, this population reduction allows slightly more laser light to
be transmitted through the cell—allowing PRb to be estimated from
the difference.

Here, the spectral profile of the laser light transmitted through
the cell was monitored using a near-IR spectrometer via a pinhole
behind the cell.4 Using a simplistic model (see Appendix) the aver-
age Rb polarization along the cell’s center axis can be estimated
using the relation: |hPRbi| = (A/A0) � 1, where |hPRbi| is the absolute
value of the average Rb electron spin polarization along the cell’s
center, and A and A0 are the laser absorbances when B0 is ‘on’ and
‘off’, respectively (Fig. 3(a)). Despite some run-to-run variability,
these results may explain the observed Rb D1-offset dependence of
PXe: When VL1 is tuned far from D1 (e.g., with an LDA current of
�48–50 A), PXe tracks hPRbi and both are relatively low (while the la-
ser transmittance is high). However when the laser nears resonance
(�58–60 A), hPRbi along the cell’s center axis is high, but PXe is rela-
tively low; here the low laser transmittance at the cell’s center di-
rectly implies even poorer illumination within a significant portion
of the cell’s rear and outer regions. Indeed, PXe is greatest with an
intermediate D1 offset where both hPRbi and the transmittance are
still relatively high—consistent with optimal PXe requiring a balance
between efficient laser absorption and global cell illumination suffi-
cient to minimize xenon depolarization from ‘dark’ Rb in those
regions.

3.2. Comparisons of LDA light sources for Xe AMSE OP

Following switching from the standard LDA to VL1, we observed
a nearly three-fold (W-for-W) improvement in PXe (Fig. 4).5 The
dependences of PXe on cell temperature are similar for the two lasers
(with and without VHG-narrowing), with VL1 peaking at a temper-
ature within �10 �C of the standard LDA. The relatively mild optimal
cell temperature, combined with the D1 offset and the modest frac-
tion of laser light absorbed during optimal conditions, are consistent
with the OP being laser-power-limited—despite the high resonant
power. Nevertheless, increasing VL1’s current to provide greater
incident laser flux and improved D1 resonance yielded markedly de-
creased PXe values across the entire temperature range (Fig. 4; con-
sistent with the results described in Fig. 3 above).
4 Separately, we note it was also possible to utilize the violet (6P?5S) emission
from Rb�–Rb� energy-pooling processes (e.g. [23]) as a sensitive in situ indicator of
laser detuning from the Rb D1 line (when observing the cell under conditions non-
optimal for AMSE OP—i.e., low [N2] conditions); somewhat surprisingly, the wave-
lengths and relative intensities of the Rb lines were more sensitive than expected [13]
to buffer gas composition—observations that will be pursued and reported in greater
detail elsewhere.

5 Note that this work describes several sets of experiments that were performed
over time under different conditions; correspondingly, while one may draw quan-
titative comparisons among data sets within the same experiment (e.g. Fig. 4), it is
difficult to meaningfully compare absolute PXe values among different experiments.



Fig. 4. PXe values obtained with VL1 (52 A, �27 W: red circles; 61 A, �32 W: red
open triangles) and a standard LDA (47 A, �33 W: black squares, from Ref. [23]) as
functions of cell surface temperature ([Xe]cell = 300 torr). Optimal temperature
appears to be slightly lower for VL1 (vertical lines). The data’s asymmetry about the
optimal temperatures is an artifact resulting from higher-temperature OP runs
transiting through more-optimal temperatures during cell cool-down [28]. Inset:
VL1 output profiles at 52 A (black solid) and 60 A (red dashed), indicating that the
improved PXe observed in the main figure occurs when the laser is tuned slightly
from the D1 line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 5. PXe vs. [Xe]cell (with variable Xe partial pressure, but constant cell pressure of
2000 torr, backfilled with N2) at various VL2 laser powers (55 W: black squares;
43 W: red circles; 29 W: green triangles). Inset: Same data, but with PXe plotted as a
function of laser power for different Xe loadings; data points are fitted to lines
(forced through zero). 50 torr: black squares (dotted-dashed); 150 torr: red circles
(solid); 300 torr: green triangles (dashed); 500 torr: blue inverted triangles
(dotted). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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The nearly identical Rb D1 offsets for VL1 and VL2 under nom-
inal conditions (�0.11 and �0.09 nm, respectively) enabled their
performance for LP Xe generation to be compared. To allow a more
direct comparison, the optical fiber for VL1 was carefully strained
until the CP beam ratio was reduced to that of VL2. The LP Xe
NMR spectra obtained at 9.4 T indicated PXe enhancement factors
of �8800 (PXe � 7.8%) and �16,000 (PXe � 14.3%) when using VL1
vs. VL2 (respectively). Although VL1 has a narrower spectral out-
put, this advantage translated into only a small W-for-W PXe ben-
efit; thus at least under the given conditions, VL2’s output was
sufficiently narrow to allow its higher total power to be exploited.

In later experiments, further OP optimization with VL1 as the
light source (simultaneous with improved cell preparation) pro-
vided routine PXe values of �15–17% and �21–24% (with and with-
out cryo-collection), consistent with �75% of PXe surviving the
cryo-collection and transfer processes [23].

3.3. Dependence of Xe cell density and laser power on OP

Lastly, the minimal change in spectral profile of VL2 with
increasing current was exploited to examine the dependence of
PXe on laser flux at different Xe partial pressures. PXe would gener-
ally be expected [8,9,24,25] to decrease smoothly and dramatically
with increasing Xe density; the xenon polarization becomes
‘capped’ by corresponding reductions in the values of PRb that
can be achieved (given the strong contribution to the Rb spin-
destruction rate from increased Rb/Xe collisions [1,26]). Thus, most
AMSE OP setups typically employ relatively low running Xe partial
pressures (�1–70 torr) to achieve high (>10%) PXe values—poten-
tially limiting some applications that simultaneously require both
high Xe densities/amounts and high PXe.

Instead, we have reproducibly observed a different trend (Fig. 5)
wherein PXe initially rises with increasing [Xe]cell, peaks, and then
falls off but remains relatively high (>10%)—even at �1000 torr
Xe—to give among the highest PXe yet reported at such high [Xe]cell

values. We note that a similar qualitative trend was also observed
in an initial study using VL1 [19] and the effect does not appear to
be an artifact of cell contamination or variances in Xe collection effi-
ciency. Moreover, laser energy-dependent mechanisms (e.g., involv-
ing highly elevated internal temperatures of the N2 buffer gas [27])
may affect the OP process, but do not appear to cause the observed
dependence of [Xe]cell on PXe given that similar trend lines are ob-
served at various incident laser powers (Fig. 5). Indeed, the data
shows the potential utility of additional laser flux, as PXe rises almost
linearly with power (except at low [Xe]cell—Fig. 5 inset). While the
origin of the anomalous dependence of PXe on [Xe]cell is not yet
understood, ongoing studies with in situ low-field NMR polarimetry
[28] indicate that the effect involves an interplay between [Xe]cell

and the overall cell temperature—suggesting a route to further PXe

improvements as these effects are explored in greater detail.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that the LDA line-narrowing endowed by VHGs
can improve spin-polarized gas production under relatively mild
conditions—demonstrating the utility of VHG-LDAs for fundamen-
tal AMSE OP studies, as well as for a variety of NMR/MRI applica-
tions. While altering the spectral profiles of the VHG-LDAs
utilized here generally requires varying the output power, next-
generation VHG-LDAs capable of providing true tunability at the
Rb D1 wavelength should become available in the near future
[29,30]—a desirable capability in light of the observed dependence
of PXe on the D1 offset. Finally, while the present data were derived
from ‘batch-mode’ Rb/129Xe OP, we expect that the demonstrated
advantages will translate well to OP setups employing alternate
configurations [7,11,12,31–34], alkali metals [1,35], and/or noble
gas isotopes [1,36,37].

5. Experimental

The non-LDA components of the Xe OP apparatus have been de-
scribed previously [23]. Briefly, the OP apparatus—centered around
a Rosen[9] cell (75 cc inner cell volume) residing in a Helmholtz
coil (HC) pair (2200 i.d., �30 G, Walker Magnetics)—permits opera-
tion in either batch or ‘‘stop-flow” mode and allows for arbitrary
gas mixtures of Xe, N2, and He. Nominal OP conditions: single-
batch-mode OP; binary Xe/N2 gas mixture; cell gas pressures:
300 torr Xe, backfilled with N2 gas to give �2000 torr total pres-
sure; and 15 min. OP time. Following OP, the Xe may be efficiently
collected by using a spiral glass liquid-N2-cooled condenser resid-
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ing in a strong (�1500 G) field provided by two permanent mag-
nets (Indigo Inst.); alternatively, the contents of the cell can be
simply expanded into an evacuated volume including the NMR
tube. Optical emission from the lasers and/or excited Rb vapor
was monitored via fiber optic probes connected to UV/visible and
near-IR portable spectrometers (Ocean Optics USB2000 and
HR2000+, respectively). High-field 129Xe NMR spectra were re-
corded at 9.4 T (110.6 MHz) using a Varian Inova spectrometer. La-
ser-polarized (LP) Xe spectra were obtained with a single 1 ls rf
pulse (a = 6.7�); corresponding thermally polarized Xe signals were
obtained from the same sample following careful addition of suffi-
cient O2 gas to reduce the 129Xe T1 (to a few s) to permit signal
averaging (a = 90�; typical recycle delay = 20 s).
Note Added in Proof

Very recently, continued optimization of our OP setup with VL1
(aided by low-field nuclear polarimetry and exploitation of the
apparent dependence of the optimal cell temperature upon [Xe]
cell) has yielded further improvements in the xenon nuclear spin
polarization at high xenon densities (including PXe values of
�55%, �32%, �23%, and �11% at 50, 300, 500, and 2000 torr Xe,
respectively); these results will be investigated and presented in
greater detail elsewhere.
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Appendix A

Changes in the spectral profiles of the transmitted laser light
caused by cycling B0 can be integrated to estimate the average
Rb polarization along the central axis of the cell (hPRbi) using a sim-
plistic model. While the measurement of PRb via optical transmis-
sion methods has been the subject of considerable previous work
(e.g., Refs. [38–40]), the experimental conditions for the present
work were sufficiently different to warrant an alternate approach
(and corresponding set of assumptions). Here we assume: a near
absence of any significant population of electronically excited
Rb� [1]; �100% circularly-polarized light; a constant total Rb num-
ber density across the cell (NT); and PRb � 0 when B0 = 0.

Adapted from Beer’s Law,

A ¼ � ln T ¼ � ln
Ihot

Icold

� �
; ðA1Þ

where A is the absorbance, T is the transmittance, and here Ihot and
Icold are determined by integrating the intensities of the transmitted
laser spectra obtained when a gas-loaded cell is, respectively, ‘hot’
and ‘cold’ (i.e., with and without Rb vapor present). Since only those
Rb atoms in one of the two ground-state magnetic sublevels can act
as absorbers (say mJ = +1/2 with r- light), A is given by:

A ¼ rðkÞlhNþi; ðA2Þ

where r(k) is the (wavelength-dependent) absorption cross-section
for the Rb vapor, l is the path length, and hN+i is the number density
of Rb atoms in the mJ = +1/2 spin state (averaged along the long axis
of the cell). Next,

hPRbi ¼
hNþi � hN�i

NT
; ðA3Þ

where NT = hN+i + hN�i. Since hPRbi � 0 when B0 = 0, hN+i under
these conditions is given by: hN+

0i0.5 � NT. The terms r(k) and l can-
cel when A is divided by A0 (the absorbance when B0 = 0) to give (A/
A0) = 2hN+i/NT. Rearranging Eq. (A3) and combining with the rela-
tionship for (A/A0) gives:

jhPRbij ¼
A
A0
� 1; ðA4Þ

where the absolute value is taken because the differential absor-
bance will be insensitive to the light helicity.

Because the Rb polarization at each position within the cell will
rapidly reach steady state with the resonant laser flux (and because
the illumination decreases not only along z (the long axis of the cell)
but radially outward from this central axis as well), the Rb polariza-
tion will generally be a function of both z and r (PRb(z,r)). Thus since
in our experiments the transmitted light is sampled via a pinhole in
the beam-stop behind the cell, the value of PRb that is provided is
really a z-averaged measurement of PRb for r � 0, and this hPRbi value
can be expected to overestimate the cell-averaged value of PRb—par-
ticularly under conditions of highly non-uniform illumination (e.g.,
under high-absorbance conditions). Separately, this approach would
underestimate PRb if a sufficiently-strong residual magnetic field
persisted when B0 is turned off.
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